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Abstract. An enhanced dental cavity diameter measurement mechanism using an intensity-modulated fiber
optic displacement sensor (FODS) scanning and imaging system, fuzzy logic as well as a single-layer percep-
tron (SLP) neural network, is presented. The SLP network was employed for the classification of the reflected
signals, which were obtained from the surfaces of teeth samples and captured using FODS. Two features were
used for the classification of the reflected signals with one of them being the output of a fuzzy logic. The test
results showed that the combined fuzzy logic and SLP network methodology contributed to a 100% classification
accuracy of the network. The high-classification accuracy significantly demonstrates the suitability of the
proposed features and classification using SLP networks for classifying the reflected signals from teeth surfaces,
enabling the sensor to accurately measure small diameters of tooth cavity of up to 0.6 mm. The method remains
simple enough to allow its easy integration in existing dental restoration support systems. © 2014 Society of Photo-

Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.19.5.057009]
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1 Introduction
The numerous breakthroughs in photonics that have taken place
over the last 50 years gave rise to many other applications in
health care. Scientific and technological advances have led
to the improvement in dental diagnostic tools. However, the
pace of photonics applications in clinical dentistry has been sig-
nificantly slower than in clinical medicine. The application of
optical technology in dentistry is well worth exploring due to
its excellent potential in providing information noninvasively,
and the ability to induce localized and specific structure
changes. Hence, it is of great interest to extend the success
of fiber optic displacement sensor (FODS) employment1–6 to
several dental applications. Previously, the capability of the
FODS in discriminating between different teeth surfaces was
demonstrated,7 employing both of the fiber optic coupler and
concentric fiber optic bundle as the probe. Such results are use-
ful as guidelines for tooth surface-related researches such as
tooth surface profiling, colorimetric analysis in dentistry, and
measurement of tooth surface roughness.8,9

In dentistry, a successful restorative procedure depends
strongly on the precise mapping of the shape of dental cavities.
However, the impression material might suffer from shape and
size deformity during the course of mapping, copying, and
storage, leading to defects in the process. Furthermore, this tech-
nique requires skilled workers, i.e., dental technicians, to be able

to fabricate precise restorations from the casts obtained by
impression making. In light of these significant constraints
there arises a need for a system and method for the digitization
of the tooth surfaces, which can be used for the restorations in
a dental laboratory.

Several research groups have been working to develop non-
contact optical-based technologies for dental restoration to
reduce possible errors during the traditional impressional meth-
ods; but most of them are still under the clinical testing stages.
One particular scanning device that has been commercialized
uses the basic principles of confocal microscopy and active tri-
angulation technique.10–12 An illumination beam on the surface
of the target object is produced by a blue light-emitting diode
and a focusing system is used to focus the observation beam
onto the image sensor. Image stabilization systems are included
in the system and a short-scanning time of less than a minute is
required to scan the surface of a tooth. Despite the advantages,
the tooth surface needs to be coated with opportune powders
before each scanning stage. Another commercialized technique
utilizes a parallel confocal imaging technique. This technique
does not require coatings on the tooth surface due to the inclu-
sion of a color wheel inside the acquisition unit, which results in
a larger scanner head compared with other systems.13,14 Each of
the foregoing systems suffer the drawback in which expensive
specialized devices are required, hence hindering the wide-
spread use of the systems especially in developing countries.
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The recent findings involve the imaging of cavities on vari-
ous teeth surfaces using FODS. Preliminary results were dis-
cussed, and measurements of the diameter of the cavities
which were represented by drilled holes were performed.15 The
proposed sensor in Ref. 15 makes use of the measured reflected
signal taken along the same axis of a cavitated and an uncavi-
tated tooth surface and makes use of the difference in the
reflected signal between them to decide on the cavity region.
However, several drawbacks have been identified, such as the
inability of the sensor to correctly measure the diameter of
the cavity due to experimental inconsistencies and laser source
error. HeNe lasers experience both periodic and random fluctu-
ations. Periodic fluctuations occur due to the ripple of the
discharge current caused by an insufficiently filtered power sup-
ply. On the other hand, the spikes of the power supply, instabil-
ities of the gas discharge, and vibrations of the resonator mirrors
are the cause for random fluctuations.16 This problem is more
apparent in smaller sized cavities, particularly those smaller
than the diameter of the laser source. This results from the
increase in the occurrence of signal disparity, which is due to
the partial illumination of the laser on the cavity region leading
to false estimation of the cavity diameter. Moreover, it is gen-
erally neither practical nor feasible within a real clinical setting
to obtain the measured reflected signal from the uncavitated
tooth surface prior to the cavitation process, hence hindering
the prospect for commercialization.

On these grounds, we propose an approach to classify
reflected signals as either “reflected signals of the cavitated
region” (RSC) or “reflected signals of the surrounding uncavi-
tated region” (RSSU) for the purpose of measurement of cavity
diameter. An enhanced dental cavity imaging mechanism by
using intensity modulated FODS scanning and imaging system
as well as a single-layer perceptron (SLP) neural network is pro-
posed. The SLP network is fed with two input features; one of
them being the output of a fuzzy logic. The application of an
SLP network excludes partial membership of the reflected
signals resulting from partial illumination of laser on the cavity
region. The ability of the network to produce accurate results
independent of the tooth surface type and the measured reflected
signals prior to the cavitation process is explored.

2 Classification Methodology
In order to perform the classification of the reflected signals, the
actions to be taken will include four main steps, starting with the
image acquisition, cavity localization, feature extraction, fuzzy
logic, and end with the classification using SLP network at the
final step (Fig. 1). In this research, a total of five images were
captured from various teeth samples by using the FODS imag-
ing technique15 at a resolution of 0.1-mm gap distance between
the reflected signals.

2.1 Image Acquisition

A scanning system was constructed as shown in Fig. 2. The
system consists of a light source, mechanical chopper, fiber

optic probe, five teeth samples (consisting three of the acrylic
teeth surfaces and two of the canine teeth surfaces), a silicon
photodetector, lock-in amplifier, and computer. The two canine
teeth surfaces were extracted and stored at room temperature 1
week prior to the experiments. In addition, three acrylic resin
teeth surfaces (GC Permacryl, Tokyo, Japan) were also used
as reflecting surfaces. Flaws were introduced in each of the
teeth samples by drilling holes of various diameters that
mimic dental cavities. The fiber optic probe was made of
two 2-m-long PMMA (polymethyl methacrylate) consisting
of one transmitting fiber of 1 mm in diameter and 16 receiving
fibers of 0.25 mm in diameter, numerical aperture of 0.5, core
refractive index of 1.492, and cladding refractive index of 1.402.
A red He-Ne laser (λ ¼ 633 nm) was used as the light source
with an average output power of 5.5 mW, beam diameter of
0.80 mm and beam divergence of 1.01 mRads. The photodetec-
tor used was a high-speed silicon photodiode with an optical
response extending from 400 to 1100 nm, making it compatible
with a wide range of visible light including the 633-nm visible
red He-Ne laser used in this set-up. The light source was modu-
lated externally by a chopper with a frequency of 113 Hz as to
avoid the harmonics from the line frequency ranging from 50 to
60 Hz. The modulated light source was used in conjunction with
a lock-in amplifier to reduce the dc drift and interference of
ambient stray light.

The displacement of the fiber optic probe was achieved by
mounting it on a micrometer translation stage, which was rigidly
attached to a vibration free table. Light from the fiber optic
transmitter was coupled into the transmitting fiber. The signal
from the receiving fiber was measured by moving the probe
away from the zero point, where the reflective surface of the
tooth and the probe were in close contact. The signal from
the silicon photodetector was converted to voltage and was mea-
sured by a lock-in amplifier and computer via RS232 using
a Delphi software. The surrounding uncavitated surface of the
five teeth surfaces was used consecutively as the reflecting target
whilst measuring the output intensity by changing the position
of the fiber optic probe axially (z-axis) from 0 to 4.7 mm in
a step of 0.05 mm.

The probe was consequently fixed within the linear range of
the displacement curve and the intensity of the collected light as
a function of lateral movement (x and y axes) of the tooth sur-
face was recorded while being maintained in perpendicular and
constant in axial position (z axis). The experiment was carried
out with minimum successive steps of 0.1 mm for each of the
tooth surface. The methodology for diameter quantification of
the cavity in Ref. 15 was repeated for the acrylic teeth surfaces,Fig. 1 Research design stages.
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Lock-in
Amplifier
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Fig. 2 Set-up for the imaging of tooth cavity using fiber optic displace-
ment sensor.
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where the differences in the reflected light between the cavitated
and uncavitated tooth regions were exploited. Then, the pro-
posed combination methodology of FODS, fuzzy logic, and
SLP network was applied onto the same set of acrylic teeth
surfaces together with a new set of canine teeth surfaces.
During the experiment, the temperature was kept constant
at 25°C, and the error due to this temperature variation is
negligible.

2.2 Cavity Localization and Feature Extraction

The exact location of the cavity in an image is needed to ensure
a robust and accurate feature extraction. The goal of the cavity
localization is finding a region in an image as a cavity candidate
whose shape resembles the shape that contains the most impor-
tant information of a cavity. The change in amplitude between
subsequent values in a stream of reflected signals through the
center of the cavity, henceforth referred to as the “cavitated
axis” was measured. The change occurring between the current
and the previous reflected signal is referred to as α, whereas the
change occurring between the current and the next reflected
signal is referred to as β. Both parameters can take up either
a positive, negative, or zero value indicating a higher, lower,
or identical subsequent value, respectively. The starting of the
cavity region is indicated by either a zero or negative α followed
by either a positive or zero β. Meanwhile, the ending of the
cavity region is indicated by a negative α followed by either
a positive or zero β. The value of the constant reference signal
was determined during the calibration process and is higher than
all the reflected signal values along the cavitated axis. The con-
stant reference signals for new types of teeth surfaces, Refnew
was selected such that the difference between the lowest
reflected signals within the cavity region with the constant refer-
ence signal is the same as that of the calibrated teeth surface,
Diffc, as defined in Eqs. (1) and (2).

Diffc ¼ Refc −MRCc; (1)

Refnew ¼ Diffc þMRCnew; (2)

where Refc is the constant reference signal of a calibrated
tooth surface, MRCc is the lowest reflected signal within
the cavity region of a calibrated tooth surface, and MRCnew

is the lowest reflected signal within the cavity region of
a new tooth surface.

The selected cavity region is then refined after filtering out
the reflected signals that are higher than the constant reference
signal.

After cavity localization, the next step is to perform the
feature extraction. The extracted features will provide useful
information for the classification of reflected signals as either
RSC or RSSU. Several variables were used for the feature
extraction process, which are as follows:

γ: The amplitude difference between the reflected signals
along the cavitated axis with a constant reference signal.

β: The change occurring between the current and the next
reflected signal along the cavitated axis.

Dmin: The distance between the locations of the current
reflected signal with the minimum reflected signal within
a localized cavity region.

Here, the first feature is based on γ, whereby positive γ sig-
nifies a higher reference signal, whereas a negative γ signifies

a lower reference signal. A higher γ magnitude is an indication
of a larger difference gap between the reflected signal and
the constant reference signal. The second feature (F2) is the
output of a fuzzy logic, derived from γ, β, and Dmin.

2.2.1 Fuzzy logic

The output value of the fuzzy logic ranges from 0 to 10. The
objective in this stage is to provide the second input feature
to the SLP network. Fuzzification layer in the input of the
SLP network with several membership functions for each
input (Table 1) was performed. Through a fuzzification
interface, the matching degree of the crisp inputs, namely γ,
β, and Dmin are calculated to a prespecified membership func-
tion consisting of the triangular-shaped function [Eq. (3)],
trapezoidal-shaped function [Eq. (4)], and Gaussian function
[Eq. (4)].

fðxÞ ¼

8>>><
>>>:

0; x < b1
x−b1
b2−b1

; b1 ≤ x ≤ b2
b3−x
b3−b2

; b2 ≤ x ≤ b3
0; x ≥ b3

; (3)

fðxÞ ¼

8>>>><
>>>>:

0; x < a1
x−a1
a2−a1

; a1 ≤ x ≤ a2
1; : : : a2 ≤ x ≤ a3
a4−x
a4−a3

; a3 ≤ x ≤ a4
0; x ≥ a4

; (4)

fðxÞ ¼ e−
ðx−cÞ2
2σ2 : (5)

The three numbers, b1, b2, and b3, of the triangular-shaped
membership function in Eq. (3) represent the three corners of
a triangle. Similarly, the numbers a1, a2, a3, and a4 in Eq. (4)
represent the four corners of a trapezoid in x-axis starting from
the left bottom corner and going along the clockwise direction.
½σ; c� is the center and width of a Gaussian function.

The developed rules are as follows:

Table 1 The linguistic variables for each class.

Fuzzy
system
variable

Membership
function Type Parameters

γ Negative,
Zero, Positive

Trapezoidal,
Triangular,
Trapezoidal

[−0.18 −0.18 0 0.01],
[−0.02 0 0.02],
[−0.01 0 0.7 0.7]

β Negative,
Zero, Positive

Trapezoidal,
Triangular,
Trapezoidal

[−0.2 −0.2 0 0.01],
[−0.02 0 0.02],
[−0.01 0 0.045

0.045]

Dmin Small, Large Triangular,
Triangular

[−0.01 0 0.012],
[0.012 0.04 0.04]

Fuzzy
output

Noncavity,
Cavity

Gaussian,
Gaussian

[2.4 0], [2.4 0]
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1. If γ is negative then fuzzy output is noncavity.

2. If γ is zero then fuzzy output is noncavity.

3. If γ is positive and β is negative and Dmin is small, then
fuzzy output is cavity.

4. If γ is positive and β is negative and Dmin is large, then
fuzzy output is noncavity.

5. If γ is positive and β is positive and Dmin is small, then
fuzzy output is cavity.

6. If γ is positive and β is positive and Dmin is large, then
fuzzy output is noncavity.

7. If γ is positive and β is zero and Dmin is small, then
fuzzy output is cavity.

For the consequent part of the rules the implication operator
of Mamdani was used.

2.3 Application of the Neural Network Model

An SLP network with hard-limit transfer function was used as
the classifier. The hard-limit transfer function receives external
inputs that have been appropriately weighted alongside an input
of 1 from the bias. The hard-limit transfer function divides the
input space into two regions and returns either a 0 or a 1.

Figure 3 shows the block diagram for the developed reflected
signal classification architecture. In the block diagram, γ, the
amplitude difference between the reflected signals along the
cavitated axis with a constant reference signal was used as
the input, cascaded with the fuzzy logic output to form the over-
all input data of the SLP network. The tooth surface region was
assigned as the targeted output of the SLP network. Output 1
was assigned to the RSC class and output 0 to the RSSU
class. The classification accuracy which is calculated as the
ratio of the number of samples correctly classified to the
total number of samples17 is measured for each of the input data.

There are several reasons for using SLP instead of more com-
plex artificial neural network (ANN) alternative models in this
particular case. The SLP network is appealing due to its ability
to generalize from its training vectors and learn from initially
randomly distributed connections. Nevertheless, such a network
is suited for cases with only two outputs and for the classifica-
tion of linearly separable problems. SLP is preferred as they are
fast and reliable networks for the problems they can solve and
also involve simpler parameter adjustments.

3 Results and Discussions
Figure 4 shows the measured reflected signal taken along both
the cavitated and uncavitated axis of the first acrylic tooth sur-
face. The region of interest marked by the circle represents the

localized cavity region. It demonstrates the clear difference in
the reflected signal between them. In Ref. 15, the diameter of
the cavity was measured based on the total lateral displacements
starting from the first occurrence of disparity in the reflected
signals and ends with the coincidence of the signals. Taking
into account the distance of 0.1 mm for each displacement,
the diameter is measured to be 2.8 mm, which is inconsistent
with the micrometer measurement of 0.9 mm. It is apparent
that this approach does not work for smaller cavity diameters,
particularly for those <1 mm, as it is in close proximity to the
0.8-mm beam width of the laser source.

The SLP network that has been proposed to address this issue
was initially applied to the cavitated axis of the first acrylic tooth
surface for the calibration process. Here, we attempt to repeat
the analysis of the acrylic tooth surfaces again using the constant
reference signal as a comparison. Figure 5 shows the measured
reflected signal taken along the cavitated axis of the first acrylic
tooth and a constant reference signal, consisting of 34 reflected
signals each within the localized cavity region. Figure 6 shows
the classification groups of RSC and RSSU. As can be seen, the
separation groups are linearly separable hence confirming the
use of an SLP network. Ten points were used for artificial neural
network training and the rest were used for testing the system.
Nine reflected signals were correctly classified as RSC yielding
a cavity diameter of 0.9 mm. 100% of the data were accurately
classified with the employment of SLP network.

Fig. 3 Architecture for the classification of the reflected signal from
cavitated tooth surface.

Fig. 4 Variation of output voltage against position along the cavitated
and uncavitated axis of the first acrylic tooth surface.

Fig. 5 Variation of output voltage against position along the cavitated
axis of the first acrylic tooth surface and a constant reference signal.
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Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the measured reflected signal
taken along both the cavitated and uncavitated axes of the sec-
ond and third acrylic tooth surface, respectively. The methodol-
ogy for the tooth cavity measurement explained in Ref. 15
yielded a cavity diameter of 1.9 and 1.6 mm, respectively.
Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show the measured reflected signal
taken along the cavitated axis of the second and third acrylic

tooth surface, respectively together with the constant reference
signal. The two characteristics, F1 and F2 for each of the 20 and
16 reflected signals within the localized cavity region of the sec-
ond and third acrylic tooth surface, respectively, were made as
inputs to the trained SLP network. The testing results yielded
a diameter of 0.8 and 0.6 mm for the second and third acrylic
tooth surfaces, respectively, matching the one measured by the
micrometer (100% data classification accuracy).

The process was repeated on a pair of cavitated canine teeth
surfaces. Here, the reflected signals prior to the cavitation proc-
ess were not measured beforehand. Since a new type of tooth
surface is being used, a new calibration procedure has to be per-
formed on the first canine tooth surface, involving the first step
of measuring the cavity diameter of 0.9 mm using a micrometer.

Fig. 6 The reflected signals of the cavitated region (RSC) and
reflected signals of the surrounding uncavitated region (RSSU) clas-
sification group from the first acrylic tooth surface based on the two
features, amplitude difference between the reflected signals along
the cavitated axis and the constant reference signal, (F1) and fuzzy
logic output based on γ, β, and Dmin, (F2).
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Fig. 7 Variation of output voltage against position along the cavitated
and uncavitated axis of the (a) second and (b) third acrylic tooth
surface.
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Fig. 8 Variation of output voltage against position along the cavitated
axis of the (a) second and (b) third acrylic tooth surface and a constant
reference signal.

Fig. 9 Variation of output voltage against position along the cavitated
axis of the first canine tooth surface and a constant reference signal.
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The localized cavity region (consisting of a total of 23 reflected
signals) was then determined as depicted in Fig. 9. Figure 10
illustrates the two linearly separable groups classified based
on the two features, F1 and F2. Ten points were used for
SLP network training and 13 were used for testing the system
leading to a 100% of data classification accuracy.

Figure 11 shows the measured reflected signal taken along
the cavitated axis of the second canine tooth surface and a con-
stant reference signal The two characteristics for each of the 19
reflected signals within the localized cavity region were made as
inputs to the trained SLP network and the testing results yielded
a cavity diameter of 0.8 mm, which is exactly the same as the
micrometer measurement. Again, the network provides 100%
data classification accuracy.

Table 2 summarizes the diameter measurement of the cavity
performed by using the combination of FODS, fuzzy logic, and
SLP network. Awide gap difference with the actual cavity diam-
eter (obtained through micrometer measurements) of 1.9, 1.1,
and 1 mm for the first, second, and third acrylic sample, res-
pectively, was obtained by merely using the FODS imaging
system. The employment of fuzzy logic and SLP network into
the FODS imaging system has bridged the gap for all five teeth

surfaces, evidently able to produce more accurate cavity diam-
eter measurements.

The summary of the SLP network parameters for both of the
acrylic and canine tooth surface is tabulated in Table 3. Both of
the networks achieved a 100% classification rate by incorporat-
ing the HARDLIM and LEARNP as the transfer function and
learning function, respectively. The transfer function used for
the SLP network is HARDLIM, which returns either a 0 or
a 1. Hence, only two outputs per neuron are permitted. Due to
the different reflectivity of the acrylic tooth and canine tooth
surfaces, different clusters are formed based on the input fea-
tures, resulting in a total of four clusters altogether. Two differ-
ent SLP network with different numerical value of parameters
are needed to classify all the input into four clusters. The SLP
network for the acrylic tooth surface utilized 10 training patterns
using 63 numbers of epochs and 24 testing patterns. On the other
hand, the SLP network for the canine tooth surface utilized 10
training patterns using 59 numbers of epochs and 13 testing
patterns.

The sensor proves to be simple and easy to be implemented.
However, in order to cater for higher resolution requirements,
smaller displacements need to be applied, with more reflected
signals for improved accuracy. Furthermore, the use of

Fig. 10 The RSC and RSSU classification group from the first
canine tooth surface based on the two features, amplitude difference
between the reflected signals along the cavitated axis and the con-
stant reference signal, (F1) and fuzzy logic output based on γ, β,
and Dmin, (F2).

Fig. 11 Variation of output voltage against position along the
cavitated axis of the second canine tooth surface and a constant
reference signal.

Table 2 Diameter measurement of the cavity on the tooth surface
using the fiber optic displacement sensor (FODS), fuzzy logic, sin-
gle-layer perceptron (SLP) network and micrometer.

No

Type of
tooth

surface

FODS
measurements

(mm)

FODS measurements
with fuzzy logic and

SLP network
(constant reference

signal as comparison)

Micrometer
measurements

(mm)

1 Acrylic
sample 1

2.8 0.9 0.9

2 Acrylic
sample 2

1.9 0.8 0.8

3 Acrylic
sample 3

1.6 0.6 0.6

4 Canine
sample 1

— 0.9 0.9

5 Caninne
sample 2

— 0.8 0.8

Table 3 Summary of the SLP network parameters.

Parameters Acrylic tooth surface Canine tooth surface

Transfer function HARDLIM HARDLIM

Learning function LEARNP LEARNP

No. of training data 10 10

No. of testing data 24 13

No. of epochs 63 59

Classification (%) 100 100
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picomotor actuators can significantly reduce the scanning time
depending on the type used. Cavity measurements via two-
dimensional analysis can also be implemented by using more
powerful image processing and artificial intelligence techniques.

4 Conclusions
In conclusion, the enhanced FODS scanning and imaging
system for tooth cavity detection proposed in this research was
validated via a simple and controlled experiment, and the experi-
ment results show that this improved method could accurately
measure small diameters of tooth cavity of up to 0.6 mm. The
tooth cavity is obtained by passing through three steps; the scan-
ning and imaging by FODS, feature extraction using fuzzy
logic, and the classification of reflected signals by SLP neural
networks. The proposed approach has been trained and tested
with known and unknown tooth cavity diameters, respectively,
using constant reference signal for the comparison analysis. The
test results showed that the proposed system provided accurate
diameter calculation with a 100% success rate. The key point is
using a low-cost device that can perform accurately as an expen-
sive device and the fact that further enhancements can be made
to the resolution without the need of any extra hardware proves
to be valuable for potential consumers.
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